December 2021 DVDs added to Princeton Public Library
Bombshell: The Hedy Lamarr Story
"What do the most ravishingly beautiful actress of the 1930s and '40s and the inventor whose concepts
were the basis of cell phone and Bluetooth technology have in common? They are both Hedy Lamarr, the
glamour icon whose ravishing visage was the inspiration for Snow White and Cat Woman and a
technological trailblazer who perfected a radio system to throw Nazi torpedoes off course during WWII.
[Performers: Interviewees, Hedy Lamarr, Mel Brooks, Peter Bogdanovich, Robert Osborne.]"

The Christmas House
"Working through some difficult decisions, a mother and father summon their two grown sons home for
the holidays. It is their hope that bringing the family together to recreate the Christmas House, will help
them find resolution and make a memorable holiday for the entire family and community. Brandon and his
husband Jake make the trip home although they are waiting to hear about their impending adoption; TV
star Mike reconnects with his high school girlfriend while he is back in his hometown. [Cast: Robert
Buckley, Ana Ayora, Treat Williams, Jonathan Bennett, Brad Harder.]"

Christmas Under the Stars
"When Nick loses his finance job right before Christmas, he takes a job at a tree lot where he meets Julie
and her son. (Based on the book by Rick Dunlap.) [Cast: Jesse Metcalfe, Autumn Reeser, Clarke Peters,
Anthony Bolognese.]"

Five Star Christmas
"When a travel writer shows up unexpectedly at their dad's B&B, the Ralston family all pretend to be
guests in hopes of a good review. Lucy falls for guest Jake but can't share her secret. [Cast: Bethany Joy
Lenz, Victor Webster.]"

The Good Doctor, Season 4
"The show is about a young surgeon with autism who is recruited to work at a pediatric unit of a hospital.
The hospital is prestigious with many of the toughest cases a surgeon could ever see, but with autism
comes clarity that most surgeons will never have. The television series focuses on the relationship
between the doctor and patient, and how a man who cannot relate to the people who he tries to help.
[Cast: Freddie Highmore, Nicholas Gonzalez, Antonia Thomas, Tamlyn Tomita, Hill Harper, Richard
Schiff.]"

Grantchester, Season 6
"The year is 1958: Rev. Will Davenport is at odds with his own ideals when Leonard Finch is caught up in
a scandal. It will take all of Will's skill and empathy to navigate the choppy waters and help the ones he
loves. [Cast: Robson Green, Tom Brittney, Al Weaver, Tessa Peake-Jones, Kacey Ainsworth, Oliver
Dimsdale, Nick Brimble, Gary Beadle, Skye Lucia Degruttola, Bradley Hall, Melissa Johns, Emily Patrick,
Shaun Dooley, Ahmed Alhaj, Stuart Bowman.]"

The Green Knight
"A fantasy adventure based on the Arthurian legend, the film tells the story of Sir Gawain, King Arthur's
headstrong nephew, who embarks on a quest to confront the eponymous knight, a gigantic tree-like
creature. [Cast: Dev Patel, Alicia Vikander, Joel Edgerton, Sean Harris, Barry Keoghan, Sarita
Choudhury, Kate Dickie, Erin Kellyman, Ralph Ineson, Anthony Morris.]"

Holly & Ivy
"When Melody's neighbor, Nina, learns that her illness has returned, Melody promises to keep Nina's
kids, Holly & Ivy, together. To adopt the children, she must renovate her new fixer-upper, which she does
with the help of contractor, Adam. [Cast: Janel Parrish, Jeremy Jordan, Marisol Nichols.]"

Legends of Tomorrow, Season 6
"Having spent last season trying to track down the Loom of Fate, the Legends must now save history
from a foe like none they've encountered in the past or future. The timeship Waverider's crew have dealt
with monsters, time anomalies, and most recently, villains from Hell, but this season they will face
something even more challenging and bizarre: space aliens! [Cast: Brandon Routh, Caity Lotz, Maisie
Richardson-sellers, Tala Ashe, Jes MacAllan, Courtney Ford, Ramona Young, Nick Zano, Dominic
Purcell, Matt Ryan.]"

Luca
"Set in a seaside town on the Italian Riviera, a young boy experiences an unforgettable summer. Luca
shares his amazing adventures with his newfound friend Alberto, but their fun is threatened by a deeply
held secret: they're sea monsters from another world just below the water's surface. [Cast: Jacob
Tremblay, Jack Dylan Grazer, Emma Berman, Saverio Raimondo, Maya Rudolph, Marco Barricelli, Jim
Gaffigan, Peter Sohn, Lorenzo Crisci, Marina Massironi, Sandy Martin, Sacha Baron Cohen.]"

Project Christmas Wish
"For years, Lucy has played Santa to her small town's community. As she grants a little girl's wish for a
'Christmas like it used to be,' she unexpectedly finds her own wishes coming true. [Cast: Amanda Schull,
Travis Van Winkle, Averie Peters.]"

Respect
"Following the rise of Aretha Franklin's career from a child singing in her father's church's choir to her
international superstardom, 'Respect' is the remarkable true story of the music icon's journey to find her
voice. [Cast: Jennifer Hudson, Forest Whitaker, Audra McDonald, Saycon Sengbloh, Hailey Kilgore,
Brenda Nicole Moorer, Marlon Wayans, Marc Maron, Tituss Burgess, Kimberly Scott.]"

Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings
"Shang-Chi must confront the past he thought he left behind when he's drawn into the web of the
mysterious Ten Rings organization controlled by his father, a man who gained immortality and the desire
for unlimited power when he acquired an ancient artifact centuries ago. [Cast: Simu Liu, Awkwafina,
Meng'er Zhang, Fala Chen, Florian Munteanu, Benedict Wong, Yuen Wah, Michelle Yeoh, Ben Kingsley,
Tony Leung.]"

Snowpiercer, Season 2
"As Season One ended, so did the revolution, with Layton emerging as Snowpiercer's leader and another
threat to the survivors fast approaching in the form of a rival train. In Season Two, Mr. Wilford arrives,
bringing a secret from Melanie's past. A new power struggle emerges, causing a dangerous rift as people
are divided between their loyalties to Layton and to Mr. Wilford, who has a new train, new technology and
a game plan that keeps everyone guessing. While Layton battles Wilford for the soul of Snowpiercer,
Melanie leads the charge over a shocking new discovery that could change the fate of humanity. [Cast:
Jennifer Connelly, Daveed Diggs, Mickey Sumner, Alison Wright, Lena Hall, Iddo Goldberg, Steven Ogg,
Katie McGuinness, Sheila Vand, Mike O'Malley, Annalise Basso, Sam Otto, Roberto Urbina, Rowan
Blanchard, Sean Bean.]"
Space Jam: A New Legacy
"Basketball champion and global icon LeBron James goes on an epic adventure alongside timeless Tune
Bugs Bunny with the animated/live-action event from director Malcolm D. Lee. This transformational
journey is a manic mash-up of two worlds that reveals just how far some parents will go to connect with
their kids. When LeBron and his young son Dom are trapped in a digital space by a rogue A.I., LeBron
must get them home safe by leading Bugs, Lola Bunny, and the whole gang of notoriously undisciplined
Looney Tunes to victory over the A.I.'s digitized champions on the court: a powered-up roster of
professional basketball stars as never seen before. It's Tunes versus Goons in the highest-stakes
challenge of his life, that will redefine LeBron's bond with his son. The ready-for-action Tunes destroy
convention, supercharge their unique talents and surprise even "King" James by playing the game their own way. [Cast:
LeBron James, Don Cheadle, Khris Davis, Sonequa Martin-Green, Cedric Joe; Voices: Jeff Bergman, Eric Bauza,
Zendaya.]"
The Truffle Hunters
"A handful of men and their expertly trained dogs search for rare, expensive and delicious white Alba
truffles deep in the forests of Piedmont, Italy. [Performers: Piero Botto, Maria Cicciu, Sergio Cauda.]"

Venom: Let There Be Carnage
"Separated from his fiancée Ann and in a rocky relationship with his symbiote, Eddie Brock's life appears
to be in a downward spiral until renowned serial-killer Cletus Kasady insists he conduct an exclusive
interview. Afterwards, Cletus is sharing his body with Carnage, an especially violent red symbiote that
may be more powerful than Venom, who has "broken up" with Eddie and is searching for a new host while
Cletus tears across the city looking to reunite with a lost love and continue his killing spree. [Cast: Tom
Hardy, Michelle Williams, Naomie Harris, Reid Scott, Stephen Graham, Peggy Lu, Woody Harrelson.]"

